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Message from the chairman:

The Falconer

Hi all,

Another month
has passed with some members getting some good hawking in.
I
S S at
U ECarrog, North Wales. This was matched
There was a successful and enjoyable field meet
if not excelled by the field meet at Revesby involving Golden eagles.
the Yorkshire
Hawking
It is satisfying when a visiting falconer commentsNewsletter
that he of
wanted
to come
outClub
with the YHC
because of the good things that he has heard about the club. I don’t think that he went away
with a different opinion and thanked us for our invitation and company.

MessagefromtheChairman

In early December, club member Joel Coldron goes to the
International Falconry Festival being held in Abu Dhabi as
the club representative. His travelling companion will be
Danny Carter. I am sure that we will hear about some if not
this issueupon their return. I wish them well
all of their In
experiences
and hope that they enjoy the event. I am sure that others
would have stepped into their places if that had been possible. Message from the Chairman

As Christmas approaches can I offer my best wishes and seasons greetings to you all.
Steve
‘Spur’ the Marra Falcon
Earlier this year Scott Wells and James Tomkinson visited the breeding facility of Marra Falcons.
They got talking, as they do, and in the end the Yorkshire Hawking Club was offered a falcon for
the purpose of being trained to fly in Wingbeat Rofalconry competitions. This fantastic opportunity
was opened up to the club and members were asked to put their names forward if they felt up to the
challenge of training a falcon for competition. Four members put their names forward, three of
which were committee members and a vote was taken by the committee. It was a unanimous decision that Steve Eastwood should train the falcon.
After a call one evening at the end of September from Scott Wells Steve made arrangements to go to
collect the falcon from him. The bird, a male Gyr/peregrine was sat on a cadge in Scott’s office. It
was fitted with Arabian style anklets and leash and a
‘rufter’ soft hood which, whilst fitting looked like an orange tennis ball stuck on his head. He travelled home without bating or even moving position on the cadge. After
some time at home Steve got fed up of referring to him as
the ‘new falcon’ and gave him the name ‘Spur’. It seems to
suits him.
Spur is progressing nicely and has been introduced to and
taken well to the Robara. We look forward to great things
from this top quality falcon.

Sport and friendship
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Revesby Eagle meet
The Revesby Eagle meet was organized to provide interested club
members with the opportunity to experience eagle hunting first hand. To
do this we invited guest falconers flying eagles to attend a YHC field meet
on the Revesby estate.
Staying at the Red Lion the night before allowed us to meet the eagle
hunters, Alan and Derek for an informal briefing of what to expect. The
next morning was blessed with sunshine and after a breakfast and safety
briefing, the hunting groups were prepared to go to various parts of the estate. We were
joined by club member Danny, who had brought with him a ‘loaned ‘Golden eagle.
The groups moved off and the hunting commenced, the field assisting to spot and flush
quarry. Sure enough there were a number of slips at hare where the eagles displayed their
power and their appetite for hunting. They were certainly not display birds or garden ornaments. The strength and power when the birds recalled to the glove would have been of
comedy value if it hadn’t been for the serious potential of bodily harm. There were multiple unsuccessful slips during the day,
including fallow deer. Then a sitting hare was flushed, which
prompted an immediate reaction from an eagle which left the
glove and started to close the distance. Its determination and
strength meant that this slip was successful. The flight was
awesome. The large hare had been killed instantly under the
impact and crushing grip of the bird.
Then the process of ‘trading off’ commenced and the falconer
displayed to those present his knowledge and skill of dealing
with the aggressive, agitated predator intent on securing its
kill. The bird took the trade off and was skilfully returned to the
glove, whilst the kill was bagged up. With relief and smiles the
eagle hunting was called to an end for the day.

I would be remiss to fail to mention Henry’s female white goshawk which throughout the
day showed tremendous effort and style and provided some impressive flights and kills for
the onlookers.
There is no doubt that this very different field
meet was worth attending. There was an amount
learned by falconers of all levels and a good day
was had by all. Thanks are due to those who provided some spectacular flights.

Sport and friendship

